If there is a Kind and Sincere Husband to His Wife, the Life and Even the World Will Be Changed Truly Beautiful (481st-496th of Tcheonzmun)
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Abstract: The researchers thought that a poem is composed of 16 letters of Tcheonzmun(The thousand character essay). The researchers selected the 16 letters, 481st-496th of Tcheonzmun. And the researchers translated the poem through the meaning of Chinese characters. The researchers carried out the translating work with the Korean pronunciation. But this time, the researchers did not use the method. Instead, they compared the traditional translation of Tcheonzmun with the present work of translation. On the traditional translation though there is some relation between the 8 letters, but there is not any connection on the 16 letters. Therefore the present researchers tried to find the meaning of the poem. a) On what method, can the guiding person become the strong one? b) The method for protecting one’s own home or one’s own country is not only by the power but also by the studying. c) But what is the real and meaningful study in our life? d) The real meaning of studying is to become a person comfortable to others. e) In order to become such a favorable condition, above all, the couple of wife and husband become to have a good relation between them.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

The present researchers used a common book of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) [3]. The researchers selected the 16 letters, 481st-496th of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay). And the researchers translated the poem through the meaning of Chinese characters.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Lord, please help us, Augustin and Hyeonhi, to translate the poem (481st-496th of Tcheonzamun, The thousand character essay)!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order of Tcheonzamun/ Korean pronunciation of the Chinese characters/Chinese characters/ Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>481-484 Du Go Zong Ye 杜稿鍾 隸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>485-488 Tchil Seo Byeog Kyeong 漆書壁經</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>489-492 Bu La Zang Sang 府羅將相</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our ‘Yohan Moyim (Meeting of Father Jean Blanc)’ is called in French ‘Le group de Jean Blanc’. And ‘Baeg Yohan Sinbunim’ is the Korean name of ‘Father Jean Blanc’. He came from France as a missionary to Republic of Korea (South Korea) in the year of 1954, and now he continues his work as a missionary. The members of the meeting are approximately 20 persons, and Miss Insook Veronica Ryu takes the role as the representative of our meeting. Somebody has long acquaintance with Father Jean Blanc for 50 year, and someone only several year. However, there is a common feeling of the entire member; “When I come to him, Father Jean Blanc, I feel comfortable!” At present, Father Jean Blanc works on the Convent of ‘Georukhan Matisseumeui Sunyeowon(CSW)’ and the CSW Convent is situated on Mog-dong, Daejeon. When Father Jean Blanc finishes his Mass on dawn of Saturday on the Convent, he calls all of the members to his room, and he gives us the tea, the coffee and the cookie. And we talk each other our recently occurred things. The time is very pleasant and so much joyful for us! If you ask “Is there any condition for becoming the member of the Meeting?” No, there is not. If you come to the Mass of the CSW Convent on dawn of Saturday, you are already become the member the Meeting…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The real meaning of studying is to become a person comfortable to others. 493-496 Lo Hyeob Koei Kyeong 路俠槐卿 We really hope that there is (are) a lot (lots) of(路) good man and/or woman, who is(are) enough splendid to help the weak person and enough to keep under control the strong person(俠). It is very good thing if there is only one person in each village. In order to become such a favorable condition, above all, the couple of wife and husband become to have a good relation between them (卿). And the number of those good couples should be increased (槐). The number must be increased up to the number of the trees all of world. If there is a kind and sincere husband to his wife, the life and even the world will be changed truly beautiful.

Is Augustin such a good husband? No, I am not at all. I am not a good husband to Hyeonhi…
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